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Overview
• Consider different DOK levels for writing prompts
and responding to sources/texts
• Take a fresh look at text structures and how they
impact complexity of texts
• Use DOK & the Hess Cognitive Rigor Matrix to:
– Examine what rigor/DOK looks like in writing
• Analyzing sample assessments/tasks, & rubrics
• Developing better writing prompts

• Tools & strategies for developing tasks for each
writing genre at www.karin-hess.com
– Event Materials (sidebar): Under Topic #2
– Password:

Reflect on Your Current Approach to
Teaching Writing
• How do you teach writing now (in any content
area)? Are your assignments mostly
– Practice Drills?
– Scrimmages?
– Games?

• What type of writing assignment/assessment
moves your students to deeper
understanding?

COGNITIVE RIGOR IS …
• Making connections to consolidate the learning
• Applying what you’ve learned to new situations, also
known as (far) transfer
• Challenge with “just right” support (creating
opportunities for “productive struggle”)
• (Sometimes) Higher-order thinking: analyzing,
evaluating, and creating
• Engagement, collaboration, and discourse that makes
thinking visible
• Triggered by asking a different kind of question that
shifts teacher-student roles in constructing meaning

7 Common Misconceptions
1. All kids can’t do this; or Kids don’t need
scaffolding to get “up” there.
2. Webb’s DOK model is a taxonomy
3. Bloom verbs & levels = Webb DOK
4. DOK is about difficulty
5. All DOK levels can be assessed with a
multiple-choice question
6. Higher order thinking = deeper learning
7. Multi-step or longer tasks, multiple texts, or
complex texts always means deeper thinking

Webb’s Depth-of-Knowledge Levels
• DOK-1 – Recall & Reproduction - Recall a fact, term, principle,
concept, or perform a routine procedure – edit, check spelling,
write sentences
• DOK-2 - Basic Application of Skills/Concepts - Use of
information, conceptual knowledge, two or more steps with
decision points along the way, routine problems applying 2+
concepts - organize information, summarize, write paragraph,
identify main idea, compare-contrast, cause-effect
• DOK-3 - Strategic Thinking - Requires reasoning, developing a
plan to approach problem; requires decision making and
justification/support; abstract, complex, or non-routine; more
than one possible answer – write essay, identify theme, bias,
credibility of sources
• DOK-4 - Extended Thinking - An original investigation; requires
time to research, problem solve, and process multiple conditions
of the problem or task; OR non-routine manipulations, across
disciplines/content areas/multiple sources - write research
paper, essay drawing from multiple sources

Examining Schemas for each Writing Genre
• What differentiates one writing genre from
another?
– Narrative /Reflective Narrative
– Informational, Analytical Expository
– Opinion/Critique/Argument

• What makes each unique or complex?

10 Increasingly Complex Text Structures
(www.Karin-hess.com – blog post)

Multi-sensory Clustering
(A Local Assessment Toolkit, p. 87)

Reflecting on the Writing Activity
• Started with the personal
• Discussed & developed (new) vocabulary/
language (using individual and group ideas)
• Used visualization to expand ideas (more areas of
the brain stimulated, personalized)
• Determined a focus/theme, selected language that
would clearly carry your message
• Used active voice, descriptive sensory language
• Ended with the personal
• How could you extend this process/use of the
multisensory template?

A large and noisy crowd gathers at the edge of town. It’s near sundown and
many are still in well-worn work clothes, sweaty and tired from a long day in
the fields. They want better wages. They want fair working conditions.
They’re frustrated and angry. As a farm worker and activist steps onto the
stage, the noise of the crowd begins to get quiet. Will a riot break out? Who
is this leader they came to listen to?

A Text Structure-Based Progression
Increasing in Complexity
• Narratives first - whole group, small groups, pairs,
individuals
• Bridge to informational - applying narrative strategies
(description, dialogue, chronology, problem-solution)
to informational texts
• Develop/fine tune informational strategies and
structures - description, definition, compare-contrast,
cause-effect
• Bridge to Opinion/Argument Writing – argument
types (fact-based, judgement-based, policy-based) and
rhetorical devices (pathos, logos, ethos)

Scaffolding Writing Instruction
• Language & Vocabulary Development
–
–
–
–

Definitional to Conceptual to Contextual Use
Word wall/anchor charts (DOK 1)
(Complex) Sentence Frames (DOK 2-3)
Kid Tool: Word Splash (DOK 3-4)

• Executive Functioning
– Working Memory – Anchor charts (DOK 1)
– Planning/Organization – Graphic organizers (DOK 2-3)

• Deepen Content Knowledge & Connect to Big Ideas
–
–
–
–

Build background (DOK 1-2)
Annotating texts (DOK 2)
Determining text structures to match purpose (DOK 2)
Self-Monitoring – “Need to Do” rubrics (DOK 3-4)

Scaffolding Instruction with Anchor Charts:
Review processes, Organize ideas/build schema, visually define terms

